CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS TO TRAFFIC
Jenny Avenue Closed to Through Traffic
Work Hours: Wednesday, April 25 & Thursday, April 26 from 9AM to 3:30PM
As of Wednesday, April 25, Jenny Avenue will not re-open to through traffic

ACTIVITY:
Jenny Avenue and adjacent sidewalks will be closed to through traffic between Westchester Pkwy and 96th Street as of Wednesday, April 25 at 9AM. This portion of Jenny Avenue will not re-open for public through access. Jenny Avenue remains the exit route for vehicles from the Employee Lot, public portions of Parking Lot C, Commercial Vehicle Holding Lot / TNC Lots, and Avis Rental Car.

IMPACTS:
CLOSED
- Southbound Jenny Avenue at Westchester Pkwy
- Northbound Jenny Avenue at 96th Street closed to through traffic
- Sidewalks will close between Westchester Pkwy and 96th Street for public access
- Jenny Avenue will not re-open

OPEN
- Access will be maintained for vehicles exiting the Employee Lot, public portions of Parking Lot C, Commercial Vehicle Holding Lot / TNC Lots, and Avis Rental Car

---
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